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SOFTWARE DEVELOPER 
 

 

 

EXPERIENCE SUMMARY 
 

I am a Software Developer with 2 years of professional experience. Proficient in a range of modern 

web frameworks, I have a keen understanding of crafting dynamic and responsive web 

applications. My expertise extends to freelancing, where I have successfully developed and 

deployed numerous projects for local clients, demonstrating a commitment to delivering high-

quality solutions tailored to their specific needs. 
 

 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

Auraska Infotech | Nairobi, Kenya 

Software Development Intern (Odoo)

 

 

May 2023 – Sep 2023

During my on-site internship at Auraska, I collaborated closely with the technical team to deliver tailored 

solutions and enhancements for diverse client projects. Some key highlights of my contributions include:  

• Crafting custom solutions for optimizing the Odoo Inventory module, effectively mitigating 

overstocking issues by implementing automated adjustments when products fell below predefined 

thresholds for a particular client. 

• Implementing customizations to enhance the functionality of the Odoo Purchase module, enabling 

automated calculation of landed costs for purchases from international vendors. 

Technologies Employed/Enhanced: Python (Odoo), PostgreSQL, JavaScript (OWL) 

 

 

EDUCATION 

 

Kabarak University     | Bachelor of Science in Computer Science 

Holberton School (ALX)    | Software Engineering 

Udacity (Nanodegree)    | AWS Cloud Developer 

 
 

TECHNICAL SKILLS 
 

Languages/ Tools: Python, JavaScript, C, Firebase, Figma, Linux, Java, SQL, MongoDB 

Libraries/ Frameworks: NextJs, Django, Flask, FastAPi, NodeJs, TailwindCSS 
 

 

 
 

 

 

Siambi Resort Website

 SELECTED PROJECTS 

Link to Project: https://siambiresort.com 

I collaborated closely with Siambi Resort management to craft a visually captivating and user-friendly 

website, seamlessly blending aesthetics with functionality. I successfully translated their vision into a 

digital reality, enhancing their online presence and customer engagement. Resulting in a significant 

increase in client traffic and bookings, driving business growth and success. 

 
 

REFEREES 

 

Zainab Bhaijee       | Odoo Software Lead at Red Dot Distributions Ltd  

zainabchini@gmail.com          | +254 714 816579  

Charles Muswanya       | Human Resource Manager at Siambi Resort  

charles@siambiresort.com        | +254 794 864381 
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